Further, "'
. 
In view of (3.8) and (3.11), n is clearly odd and (3.23)
=e'"+(e '" -e'i )(A x) which is symmetric. Therefore, t (S 'dS) = t (S'dS) =t(S dS")* (3.14)
z(g 'dg) = -1, as claimed. We shall now apply these ideas to the simple grand unifying groups SU(5), SO(10), E6, and SU (16), and to the semisimple grand unifying group SO(10) XSO (10) (Refs. 19 and 20) . For SU (5), we consider the chain G-:S U(5)~Gs =SU(3 ) X SU(2) X U (1) ( 1()) 1(2) 1(3) 1(n)} while the index 1 of H is the collection (6.5) E6 SU(3), X SU(2)r. XU(i)c, X SU(2)~XU(1)g SU(3), X SU(2)c, X U (1) ( where o. ; are integers and
The group composition law is o+o' mod every I; . It is adequate to show the calculations in detail for the first chain. We can take I to be 5* of SU(5). Under Gs it breaks up into (3", 1, -, ' )+(l,2, --, ). The SU (5) Ref. 14.) Continuing in this way, we can check that nontrivial~3 occur in the following breakdowns:
(i) 6+~H [(6.12) ], rr3(Gg/H) =Z.
(ii) Whenever we encounter the breakdown of SU(2)'s.
Thus, for example, for the chain (6.13), m3 is Z for the breakdown x; it is also a (new) Z for the breakdown y. (10) 
